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Abstract: While Bayesian networks (BNs) offer a promising approach to discussing factors related to 
many diseases, little attention has been poured into chronic kidney disease with mental illness (KDMI) 
using BNs. This study aimed to explore the complex network relationships between KDMI and its 
related factors and to apply Bayesian reasoning for KDMI, providing a scientific reference for its 
prevention and treatment. Data was downloaded from the online open database of CHARLS 2018, a 
population-based longitudinal survey. Missing values were first imputed using Random Forest, 
followed by propensity score matching (PSM) for class balancing regarding KDMI. Elastic Net was 
then employed for variable selection from 18 variables. Afterwards, the remaining variables were 
included in BNs model construction. Structural learning of BNs was achieved using tabu algorithm 
and the parameter learning was conducted using maximum likelihood estimation. After PSM, 427 non-
KDMI cases and 427 KDMI cases were included in this study. Elastic Net identified 11 variables 
significantly associated with KDMI. The BNs model comprised 12 nodes and 24 directed edges. The 
results suggested that diabetes, physical activity, education levels, sleep duration, social activity, self-
report on health and asset were directly related factors for KDMI, whereas sex, age, residence and 
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Internet access represented indirect factors for KDMI. BN model not only allows for the exploration 
of complex network relationships between related factors and KDMI, but also could enable KDMI risk 
prediction through Bayesian reasoning. This study suggests that BNs model holds great prospects in 
risk factor detection for KDMI. 

Keywords: Bayesian networks; chronic kidney disease with mental illness (KDMI); tabu algorithm; 
related factors; model construction; elastic net; propensity score matching 
 

1. Introduction 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) represents a public health issue characterized by progressive loss 
of renal function, affecting about 10.8% of the population in China [1]. The prevalence of end-stage 
kidney disease (non-dialysis) and dialysis account for 23% and 46%, respectively [2–4]. Patients with 
CKD often experience symptoms such as fatigue, sleep disorders and anxiety. CKD has been linked to 
a higher prevalence of depression compared to other chronic diseases [5] and individuals with severe 
mental illness are more susceptible to developing CKD [6]. The coexistence of these two could be 
responsible for poorer medical outcomes, social dysfunction and neurocognitive disorders [7]. 
Additionally, anxiety and feelings of desperation regarding prognosis and treatment effectiveness may 
contribute to a lower quality of life and increased social medical burden for individuals with CKD [8]. 
Besides, life expectancy for those with severe mental illness is 10–20 years shorter than the general 
population [9], resulting in increased hospitalization rates, longer hospital stays and higher mortality 
risk [10–12]. 

In our previous work [13], we explored factors related to multimorbidity using data from the 
online open database, The China health and retirement longitudinal studies (CHARLS) 2018. 
However, the definition of multimorbidity as a person subjected to two or more chronic disease 
conditions from 14 chronic diseases may not be sufficiently reliable. As such, in this study, we focused 
on the complex relationship between CKD and mental illness, defined as KDMI, aiming to identify 
associated factors to reduce its prevalence, improve the long-term prognosis of CKD and enhance 
patients’ quality of life. 

Traditional logistic regression (LR) model [14,15] has been commonly employed to explore the 
factors related to KDMI. Yet, the model comes with some defects. The first one concerns variable 
independency [16]. Clinical diseases often result from intricate interactions between multiple factors, 
leading to complex interrelationships between variables. Consequently, multiple collinearities may 
emerge when modeling LR, making it challenging to accurately reveal the relationships between 
variables. The second one pertains to its inability to facilitate sequential prediction [17]. In most 
cases, a patient’s clinical parameters are incomplete, often due to intentional information 
concealment, ranging from lifestyle to family medical history, contributing to incomplete data. This 
incomplete data hampers the feasibility of making probabilistic predictions using LR. Hence, a more 
robust model is warranted. 

Due to advances in data modelling tools, Bayesian networks (BNs) offers a solution. Proposed by 
Judea Pearl in the 1980s, BNs is a probabilistic graphical model that has become a hot topic of research 
in recent years. It consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [18], which includes nodes and edges. 
Nodes represent variables and edges between nodes represent the mutual relationship between nodes 
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(from the parent node to its child nodes). Conditional probabilities are used to represent the strength of 
relationships between variables and their dependencies. Currently, BNs has been utilized for factors 
related to stroke [19], multimorbidity [13], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [20], hypertension [21] 
and other diseases. 

BNs learning [22] involves obtaining the full BN using existing information, comprising structure 
learning and parameter learning. The former could be made possible using a constraint-based (CB) 
algorithm and a score-based search (SS) algorithm. CB is subject to the sophisticated judgement of 
node independence. Also, with more nodes, the independence tests between nodes increase 
exponentially. SS could obtain the best score-function BN structure, among which, the tabu-search 
algorithm, a metaheuristic approach proposed by Glover, has demonstrated superior performance and 
stands out as one of the most efficient optimization techniques by employing adaptive memory to 
escape local search and find the global optimum [23]. 

Due to the multitude of KDMI-related factors, incorporating all of them into the construction of 
Bayesian networks would result in a highly complex network. Moreover, including weakly-related 
variables may lead to a less accurate network. Therefore, it is advisable to conduct variable selection 
before constructing Bayesian networks. Elastic net (EN), proposed by Zou et al. [24] represents a good 
approach. EN is a well-established regression model combining the advantages of ridge regression and 
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression. Ridge regression contracts the 
regression coefficients by adding the L2 norm of the regression coefficients, thereby increasing the 
stability of the estimates. LASSO regression contracts by adding the regression coefficient of the L1 
norm regression coefficient. EN introduces both the L1 penalty and the L2 penalty into the 
minimization process of the objective function and maintains the regular properties of ridge regression 
while obtaining the sparse coefficient. Consequently, EN serves as an effective method for variable 
selection in this context. 

Another challenge in clinical studies is data imbalance, as the number of positives is much smaller 
than the number of negatives, translating into a lower model performance in data-driven algorithms [25]. 
In this study, we addressed data imbalance by utilizing propensity score matching (PSM), a statistical 
method that mitigates bias in observational studies due to confounding factors [26]. By employing 
PSM, we aimed to balance the KDMI categories and remove the impact of other chronic diseases, 
such as cancer, chronic lung disease, liver disease, heart disease, stroke, stomach or digestive system 
disease, arthritis and memory-related disease, thus achieving a more balanced dataset for 
constructing the BNs model. 

In this study, we first employed PSM to create a balanced dataset for KDMI, after which, EN was 
used to make a variable selection for stronger variables related to KDMI. Afterwards, BNs with tabu-
search algorithm was utilized to discuss factors related to KDMI, thereby offering a scientific basis 
for KDMI prevention and treatment, lowering the prevalence of KDMI and reducing the social 
medical burden. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Study participants 

CHARLS is an ongoing longitudinal survey that aims to investigate the social, economic and 
health conditions of middle-aged and older individuals aged ≥ 45 years old in China. The baseline 
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survey commenced in 2011 and is followed up every two years, covering 150 districts and 450 
urban and rural communities across China, with approximately 10,000 households and 17,000 
people, providing a comprehensive picture of the collective situation of middle-aged and older 
people in China [27]. 

For this study, we downloaded data from the fourth wave, which was published on September 23, 
2018 (http://charls.pku.edu.cn/). All respondents signed informed consent and all CHARLS waves 
were ethically recognized by the Institutional Review Committee of Peking University. Nine provinces 
were randomly selected using multi-stage stratified group random sampling in the east, center and west 
of China. 

A questionnaire survey was used to gather information related to family transfer, family 
information, work retirement, pension, and household income of the population participating in the 
survey in 2018. Some variables contained missing values, which were addressed using Random Forest. 
All experiments and methods were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. 

2.2. Variable definition 

1) General information: Age is divided into < 55 years old, 55–65 years old, 65–75 years old and 
≥ 75 years old. Marital status is classified into married, divorced, widowed and never married. 
Educational background comprises incomplete primary school (≤ primary school), primary 
school/junior high school (≤ high school), high school/secondary school/junior college (< college), 
undergraduate and above (≥ college). The residence is classified into town, combination zone between 
urban and rural areas (boundary), village and special area. Smoking and alcohol consumption is 
defined as no or yes. Sleep time is divided into ≤ 5 hours, 5–6 hours, 6–7 hours, 7–8 hours and ≥ 8 
hours. Sleep duration is classified into ≤ 5 hours, 5–6 hours, 6–7 hours, 7–8 hours and ≥ 8 hours. Asset 
is defined as ≤ 3000 yuan, ≤ 8000 yuan or > 8000 yuan. Self-health report comprises very poor, poor, 
fair, good and very good. Internet access is defined as no or yes. 

2) Activity of daily living assessment: it consists of basic activities of daily living (BADL) and 
instrumental activities of daily living (IADL). The former comprises six parameters, including dressing, 
bathing, eating, going to bed, going to the toilet and controlling defecation. The latter one consists of 
the following six indicators, doing housework, preparing meals, shopping, managing money and taking 
their own medicine. Impaired BADL or impaired IADL are defined as the inability to complete any of 
these parameters [28]. 

3) Physical activity: The international physical activity questionnaire (IPAQ) [29] was employed 
for physical activity of the participants. Energy expenditure of physical activity was calculated as 
follows: exercise intensity assigned to this physical activity  weekly frequency (d/W)  time per 
day (min/d). The sum of energy expenditure of the three intensity types was the total physical activity 
expenditure of a week. Vigorous intensity physical activity was assigned 8.0, moderate intensity 4.0 
and walking 3.3. Physical activity was divided into three mutually exclusive groups following the 
calculated physical activity energy expenditure: low (< 600 MET-min/week), moderate (600–3000 
MET-min /week) and high (≥ 3000 MET-min/week). 

The CHARLS database collected doctor-diagnosed chronic diseases, including 14 types of 
diseases which were conducted by asking “Have you been diagnosed by a doctor with any of the 
following diseases”, including hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes, cancer, chronic lung disease, liver 
disease, heart disease, stroke, kidney disease, stomach or digestive system disease, emotional or 
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psychiatric problems, memory-related diseases, arthritis or rheumatism or asthma. In this study, kidney 
disease in combination with emotional or psychiatric problems was defined as the response variable. 

2.3. Propensity Score Matching (PSM) 

PSM [30] is a widespread and effective approach to handling confounders in observational studies. 
Define the observations S 𝑋 , 𝑇 , 𝑌 ; i 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑛 ， where X, T and Y are the baseline covariates, 
dichotomous treatment and outcome variables, respectively. Under the consumption of stable unit 
treatment value, negligibility and positivity, the causal effect of an individual is defined as 𝜏
𝑌 1 𝑌 0 , where 𝑌 1  and 𝑌 0  denote the potential outcome of individual i receiving treatment 
and non-treatment, respectively. The mean causal effect of the treatment group of interest in practical 
studies can be expressed symbolically as ATT 𝐸 𝑌 1 𝑌 0 |𝑇 1   and in estimating ATT, 
𝐸 𝑌 1 |𝑇 1  is easily obtained from the treatment group observations, while 𝐸 𝑌 0 |𝑇 1  is the 
counterfactual outcome and is not observable. Rosenbaum and Rubin et al. proposed that the counterfactual 
mean 𝐸 𝑌 0 |𝑇 1  in observational studies can be identified by the following equation. 

𝐸 𝑌 0 |𝑇 1 𝐸 𝑌|𝑝 𝑋 𝜌, 𝑇 0 𝑓 | 𝜌 𝑑𝜌 

where 𝑓 |  is the distribution of propensity scores p X pr T 1|𝑋  in the treatment group. 

PS is traditionally estimated by logistic or probit regression models. In this study, other chronic 
diseases including cancer, chronic lung disease, liver disease, heart disease, stroke, stomach or 
digestive system disease, arthritis, memory-related disease and asthma were used as matching 
variables for their potential influence on KDMI, the caliper value was set at 0.1 and the calipers were 
matched with a ratio of 1:1 for 427 KDMI cases and 19,325 non-KDMI cases. 

2.4. Elastic net 

In 2005, Zou and Hastie [31] introduced the elastic net (EN) penalty model, which addresses the 
limitations of LASSO and ridge regression. LASSO regression lacks consideration of associations 
between features and is not suitable for dealing with multicollinearity, while ridge regression cannot 
yield predictors with actual coefficients of zero, hindering effective model selection. The EN penalty 
model represents a convex combination of LASSO and ridge regression and its estimates can be 
expressed as follows: 

B arg
min
β ∥ 𝑌 𝑋𝛽 ∥ 𝜆 𝛼 ∥ 𝐵 ∥ ⊢ ∥ 𝐵 ∥            (1) 

Here, λ denotes the penalty coefficient and β represents the regression coefficient. The value of α 
lies within the range of 0 to 1, enabling adjustment of the penalty with λ. When α = 1, the EN model 
is equivalent to LASSO regression, while α = 0 renders it equivalent to ridge regression. By combining 
both LASSO and ridge components, the EN regression offers a more balanced approach, allowing for 
effective feature selection through cross-validation and compensating for the effects of correlation 
between observed variables. As a result, the EN regression facilitates the identification of an ideal 
sparse model, which is essential in high-dimensional data settings. 
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2.5. Bayesian Networks (BNs) 

BNs [32] is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) proposed by Judea Pearl in 1988. It consists of nodes 
representing variables and directed edges connecting them. Nodes represent random variables and 
direct edges between nodes represent the interrelationship between nodes (from the parent node to its 
child nodes). It uses a conditional probability distribution table (CPT) to express the strength of the 
relationship quantitatively. When this is no parental node, it was expressed with prior probabilities. 

Thus, BNs use the graphical structure and network parameters to uniquely determine the joint 
probability distribution on the random variable = 𝑥{X1, Xn}, which can be listed as: 

P 𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 P 𝑥 P 𝑥 |𝑥 ⋯ P 𝑥 |𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 2  

Π P 𝑥 𝜋 𝑥  

2.6. Tabu-search algorithm 

Tabu search (TS), initially proposed by Professor Fred Glover in 1986 [33], is an intelligent global 
optimization algorithm widely used for solving complex optimization problems. Inspired by human 
memory processes, TS efficiently explores the search space to find near-optimal solutions. The 
algorithm employs a taboo table to enhance the search process. This table keeps track of recently 
explored solutions and prohibits revisiting them in the immediate future, preventing the algorithm from 
getting stuck in local optima and repetitive cycles. By avoiding redundant searches, TS can more 
effectively navigate the search space. 

Additionally, the taboo table allows the algorithm to make adaptive decisions during the search. 
It can temporarily taboo certain moves that lead to suboptimal solutions, thereby promoting 
diversification and exploration of different regions. On the other hand, the algorithm retains some 
promising solutions even in restricted regions, ensuring a balance between exploration and exploitation. 
As a result, TS demonstrates robustness and the ability to escape local optima, making it particularly 
effective for optimizing complex problems [34]. 

2.7. Statistical analysis 

Qualitative data are described as percentages (%) and comparisons were made using chi-square 
tests. EN was achieved using package Glmnet and the structure learning of the BNs was carried out 
using tabu function in the package bnlearn in R studio (4.2.0). The parameter learning of BNs was 
achieved using maximum likelihood estimation. Bayesian reasoning and conditional probability 
distribution tables were plotted using Netica software. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

3. Results 

3.1. Baseline characteristics of two groups 

Before PSM, there were 19,325 cases without KDMI and 427 cases with KDMI. The nine 
variables, cancer, chronic lung disease, liver disease, heart disease, stroke, stomach or digestive system 
disease, arthritis, memory-related disease and asthma were statistically significant (P < 0.05). After 
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PSM, the differences between them were statistically insignificant (P > 0.05), as shown in Table 1. 
After PSM, 427 cases with and without KDMI were employed for analysis. 

Table 1. Comparisons of potential confounders before and after PSM. 

 Before PSM After PSM 

Variables 
Without KDD 

(19,325) 

With KDD 

(427) 
P 

Without KDD 

(19,325) 
With KDD (427) P 

cancer 

 

19,076 (98.7) 416 (97.4) 0.036 416 (97.4%) 416 (97.4%) 1.000 

249 (1.3) 11 (2.6)  11 (2.6%) 11 (2.6%)  

chronic lung disease 

 

18,305 (94.7) 363 (85.0) <0.001 361 (84.5%) 363 (85%) 0.924 

1020 (5.3) 64 (15.0)  66 (15.5%) 64 (15%)  

liver disease 

 

18,726 (96.9) 375 (87.8) <0.001 376 (88.1%) 375 (87.8%) 1.000 

599 (3.1) 52 (12.2)  51 (11.9%) 52 (12.2%)  

heart disease 

 

17,854 (92.4) 337 (78.9) <0.001 340 (79.6%) 337 (78.9%) 0.866 

1471 (7.6) 90 (21.1)  87 (20.4%) 90 (21.1%)  

stroke 

 

18,356 (95.0) 387 (90.6) <0.001 385 (90.2%) 387 (90.6%) 0.908 

969 (5.0) 40 (9.4)  42 (9.8%) 40 (9.4%)  

stomach or digestive 

system disease 

 

17,524 (90.7) 340 (79.6) <0.001 336 (78.7%) 340 (79.6%) 0.800 

1801 (9.3) 87 (20.4)  91 (21.3%) 87 (20.4%)  

arthritis 

 

17,270 (89.4) 360 (84.3) 0.001 362 (84.8%) 360 (84.3%) 0.925 

2055 (10.6) 67 (15.7)  65 (15.2%) 67 (15.7%)  

memory-related 

disease 

 

18,906 (97.8) 394 (92.3) <0.001 395 (92.5%) 394 (92.3%) 1.000 

419 (2.2) 33 (7.7)  32 (7.5%) 33 (7.7%)  

asthma 
18,927 (97.9) 405 (94.8) <0.001 406 (95.1%) 405 (94.8%) 1.000 

398 (2.1) 22 (5.2)  21 (4.9%) 22 (5.2%)  

In KDMI group, 63%, 46.4% and 31.4% of them are subjected to hypertension, hyperlipidemia 
and diabetes, respectively. 55.3% of them are engaged in vigorous activity. Nearly half are subjected 
to lower educational backgrounds, 45.2% of them with ≤ primary background. As for the residence, 
individuals in rural areas account for 72.4%; 82% of them are married. Those who sleep ≤ 5 h 
constitute 52.7%. More than 50% of them do not smoke (58.1%) or drink (72.6%). The majority of 
them have no access to the Internet, accounting for a stunning 90.2%. When reporting self-health, few 
of them are prone to “very good” or “good”, making up 2.3% and 3.3%, respectively. Concerning the 
asset, nearly half of them are less handsome, with 48.5% of them ≤ 3000 Yuan. More detailed 
descriptions are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of two groups. 

Variables Assignment Without KDMI (N = 427) With KDMI (N = 427)

Hypertension No 155 (36.3%) 158 (37%) 
 Yes 272 (63.7%) 269 (63%) 
Hyperlipidemia No 261 (61.1%) 229 (53.6%) 

 Yes 166 (38.9%) 198 (46.4%) 
Diabetes No 327 (76.6%) 293 (68.6%) 

 Yes 100 (23.4%) 134 (31.4%) 
Physical activity Light 66 (15.5%) 65 (15.2%) 

 Moderate 162 (37.9%) 126 (29.5%) 
 Vigorous 199 (46.6%) 236 (55.3%) 

Sex Men 199 (46.6%) 190 (44.5%) 
 Women 228 (53.4%) 237 (55.5%) 

Age ≤ 55 years 64 (15%) 69 (16.2%) 
 ≤ 65 years 144 (33.7%) 123 (28.8%) 

 ≤ 75 years 126 (29.5%) 146 (34.2%) 
 > 75 years 93 (21.8%) 89 (20.8%) 

Education levels ≤ primary 111 (26%) 193 (45.2%) 
 ≤ high 196 (45.9%) 185 (43.3%) 

 ≤ college 102 (23.9%) 46 (10.8%) 
 > college 18 (4.2%) 3 (0.7%) 

Residence urban 160 (37.5%) 87 (20.4%) 
 bounary 37 (8.7%) 29 (6.8%) 

 rural 227 (53.2%) 309 (72.4%) 
 special area 3 (0.7%) 2 (0.5%) 

Martial status married 351 (82.2%) 350 (82%) 
 divorced 16 (3.7%) 8 (1.9%) 

 widowed 57 (13.3%) 69 (16.2%) 
 never married 3 (0.7%) 0 (0%) 

Sleeping duration ≤ 5 h 123 (28.8%) 225 (52.7%) 
 ≤ 6 h 123 (28.8%) 79 (18.5%) 

 ≤ 7 h 83 (19.4%) 43 (10.1%) 
 ≤ 8 h 73 (17.1%) 49 (11.5%) 

 > 8 h 25 (5.9%) 31 (7.3%) 
Smoking No 245 (57.4%) 248 (58.1%) 

 Yes 182 (42.6%) 179 (41.9%) 
Drinking No 267 (62.5%) 310 (72.6%) 

 Yes 160 (37.5%) 117 (27.4%) 
Social activity No 152 (35.6%) 209 (48.9%) 

 Yes 275 (64.4%) 218 (51.1%) 
Internet access No 330 (77.3%) 385 (90.2%) 

 Yes 97 (22.7%) 42 (9.8%) 
BADL No 332 (77.8%) 272 (63.7%) 

 Yes 95 (22.2%) 155 (36.3%) 
IADL No 299 (70%) 226 (52.9%) 

 Yes 128 (30%) 201 (47.1%) 
Self report very good 51 (11.9%) 10 (2.3%) 

 good 51 (11.9%) 14 (3.3%) 
 fair 193 (45.2%) 150 (35.1%) 

 poor 93 (21.8%) 179 (41.9%) 
 very poor 39 (9.1%) 74 (17.3%) 

Asset ≤ 3000 Yuan 124 (29%) 207 (48.5%) 
 ≤ 8000 Yuan 72 (16.9%) 79 (18.5%) 

 > 8000 Yuan 231 (54.1%) 141 (33%) 
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3.2. Elastic net 

In this study, EN was employed for feature selection. The key parameters of optimized model 
performance were filtered out using the tenfold cross-validation (λ = 0.01147, α = 0.9). The 
coefficients of the risk factors that are not closely related to KDMI are compressed to 0 and 
eliminated. The results revealed that 11 factors remained significantly associated with KDMI, including 
diabetes (0.040), physical activity (0.142), sex (-0.039), age (-0.047), education levels (-0.356), 
residence (0.109), sleep duration (-0.154), social activity (-0.143), Internet access (-0.022), self-
report (0.469) and asset (-0.205). The coefficients were shown in Figure 1. By employing this 
approach, we focused on the risk factors most closely associated with KDMI, leading to a simplified 
structure of the Bayesian networks (BNs) model. 

 

Figure 1. Results of EN and variable coefficient. A: EN showed 11 of the factors 
associated with KDMI, using the tenfold cross-validation. B: ranking of the coefficients 
for each variable. 

3.3. Bayesian networks 

Likewise, the 11 variables and KDMI were included in BNs construction. In this study, BNs were 
constructed with 12 nodes and 24 directed edges. Nodes represent variables and directed edges 
represent probabilistic dependence between connected nodes. The percentage in the figure means the 
prior probability of each node. As shown in Figure 2, the prior probability of KDMI represents 0.50, 
i.e., P(KDMI) = 0.50. BNs showed that diabetes, physical activity, education levels, sleep duration, 
social activity, self-report and asset are the parental nodes of KDMI, suggesting that they are directly 
linked to KDMI. Additionally, sex, age, residence and Internet access represent indirect factors for 
KDMI. BNs suggests that asset is also indirectly related to KDMI through self-report and sleep 
duration. It also shows that age could be indirectly related to residence through education levels. 
Additionally, age appeared to have an indirect impact on KDMI via its association with education 
levels and physical activity. Notably, Internet access could indirectly relate to KDMI through self-
report, social activity and sleep duration. This observation highlights BNs’ capability to identify 
intermediate links between the relevant factors and KDMI. 
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Figure 2. BNs constructed with TS algorithm for KDMI. BNs were constructed with 12 
nodes and 24 directed edges. Nodes represent variables, and directed edges represent 
probabilistic dependence between connected nodes. The percentage in the figure means 
the prior probability of each node. 

3.4. Bayesian reasonings 

 

Figure 3. Bayesian reasoning for KDMI for female. 
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BNs possess the ability to infer unknown nodes based on known nodes, thereby facilitating risk 
prediction of disease occurrence. Specifically, the probabilistic model allows for quantitative analysis 
of the influence of various factors on KDMI through the computation of conditional probabilities, 
denoted as P(y|xi). As shown in Figure 3, for instance, if an individual is female, her probability of 
developing KDMI increases from the prior probability of 0.50–0.518, i.e., P(KDMI|women) = 0.518. 
As shown in Figure 4, if the woman has access to the Internet, the probability for her to develop KDMI 
decreases to 0.488, that is, P (KDMI|women, Internet access) = 0.488. Of note, the probability for 
her to have social activity, good self-report, asset > 8000 Yuan rises to 0.993, 0.178, 0.562, that is, 
P(social activity|women, Internet access) = 0.993, P(good self-report|women, Internet access) = 0.178; 
P(asset > 8000 Yuan|women, Internet access) = 0.562. If the woman is also subjected to sleep 
duration ≤ 5 hours, moderate physical activity, no social activity, bad self-report on health and less 
than 3000 Yuan asset, the probability for her to develop KDMI increases to 0.736, that is, 
P(KDMI|women, Internet access, ≤ 5 h sleep duration, moderate physical activity, no social activity, 
bad self-report and ≤ 3000 Yuan asset) = 0.736, as shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, the combination 
of multiple factors such as diabetes, age over 75 years, education background less than primary school, 
residing in a rural area and no Internet access, as shown in Figure 6, raises her probability of developing 
KDMI to 0.857, i.e., P(KDMI|women, Internet access, ≤ 5 h sleep duration, moderate physical activity, 
no social activity, bad self-report, ≤ 3000 Yuan asset, diabetes, age over 75 years, less than primary 
school, rural area and no Internet access) = 0.857 (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 4. Bayesian reasoning for KDMI under sex of women and Internet access. 
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Figure 5. Bayesian reasoning for KDMI under several situations. 

 

Figure 6. Bayesian reasoning for KDMI under all possible situations. 

4. Discussion 

In recent years, BNs, a data-driven model, has emerged as an effective approach to discussing 
factors associated with disease, winning great attention from clinical studies, bioinformatics, decision 
support systems as well as gaming and law. When utilizing data-driven models for disease prediction, 
it is crucial to address the issue of unbalanced data before constructing the model, as this can 
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significantly impact the model’s performance. Additionally, considering that a higher number of 
variables can contribute to a more complex network relationship, careful selection of highly-correlated 
variables is essential before BNs construction. In this study, we employed BNs with TS algorithm 
together with PSM and EN to explore factors associated with KDMI. Our results suggest that diabetes, 
physical activity, education levels, sleep duration, social activity, self-report on health, asset, sex, age, 
residence and Internet access are highly related to KDMI. Furthermore, we show that the former six 
ones represent direct factors associated with KDMI, while the remaining five factors exert their 
influence indirectly on the occurrence of KDMI. 

As far as our knowledge is aware, our study is the first one to employ BNs with tabu algorithm 
to discuss factors associated with KDMI. While scholars typically resort to using LR to investigate 
KDMI-related factors, LR comes with certain limitations, particularly its inability to perform 
sequential prediction. In clinical practice, patients may withhold some disease information, making 
some data unavailable and thus contributing to model dysfunctionality. BNs with Tabu algorithm is 
superior to traditional LR model. 

The first one lies in its capability to maximize data information. BNs with Tabu algorithm offer 
significant advantages over traditional LR models. First, BNs can maximize data information by 
accommodating correlated clinical variables, which LR fails to utilize effectively. Being a data-based 
model with less strict requirements on data distribution, BNs enable comprehensive exploration of 
collected data, allowing for the identification of both direct and indirect factors associated with the 
disease. As shown in Table 3, our chi-squared test reveals statistically significant differences between 
individuals with and without Internet access concerning age, social activity, self-report and asset, 
suggesting these variables are not inter-dependent and fail to meet LR’s prerequisites. In contrast, 
BNs could show us that Internet access is closely associated with age, social activity, self-report and 
asset through Bayesian reasoning, flexibly capturing the relationship between variables. As such, 
BNs could make full use of data information and offer a scientific and insightful idea for disease 
control and prevention. 

The second one concerns the interaction between KDMI and its related factors. Disease 
occurrence often involves complex interactions between various risk factors. While LR requires 
additional interaction analysis to assess how risk factors impact the disease, making the analysis more 
challenging, BNs offer a comprehensive network representation of the intricate relationships between 
KDMI and its related factors. Additionally, BNs graphically illustrate the interconnections between the 
related factors, offering insights into their internal relationships. For instance, our results demonstrate 
that asset indirectly influences KDMI through self-report and sleep duration. Furthermore, Internet 
access indirectly relates to KDMI through its connections with self-report, social activity and sleep 
duration, underscoring BNs’ ability to identify intermediate links between related factors and KDMI 
and making it a suitable choice for detecting associated factors in clinical studies. Consequently, the 
BNs model emerges as a more comprehensive and rational approach in the analysis of factors 
associated with KDMI in clinical research. 

Sleep deprivation can trigger a decrease in kidney function due to mental problems. Diabetic 
nephropathy, with annually increased prevalence, is primarily responsible for CKD and becomes an 
important influencing factor for KDMI due to the number of comorbidities after long-term 
medication. Besides, a national study suggested that severe pruritus, lack of exercise, low income 
and multiple comorbidities have also been major contributors to emotional problems in maintenance 
hemodialysis patients [35]. 
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Severe pruritus and multiple complications are associated with CKD, which could be prevented 
by aggressive treatment. Studies on the mechanisms that lead to depression and anxiety in patients 
with CKD suggest that they may involve inflammatory states secondary to uremia toxins, oxidative 
stress due to increased cytokine production and cerebrovascular injury involving the renin-angiotensin 
system [36]. Therefore, taking certain prevention and treatment measures for various influencing 
factors can better improve the prognosis of CKD patients. Active control of blood glucose, appropriate 
physical and social activities, encouragement of increased network communication and improvement 
of place of residence can improve the mental problems of patients with KDMI, thereby further 
improving the prognosis of kidney disease. A Japanese study suggests that moderate-intensity exercise 
of appropriate duration would be an important adjunctive treatment option for patients with CKD or 
kidney transplantation [37]. Besides, psychological care interventions in hemodialysis patients allow 
for a significant effect on reducing complication rates, improving anxiety, mental problems, treatment 
compliance, quality of life and satisfaction with care [38]. 

This study should be interpreted in the context of several limitations, one of which concerns the 
BNs model itself. Since the model is data-driven, it could not truly reflect a causal relationship, but a 
correlation between variables. Second, in this cross-sectional study, some data was collected using 
questionnaires, which may underestimate the prevalence of CKD and psychiatric diseases. Third, 
dynamic BNs should be employed for further discussion of the relationship between KDMI and its 
related factors detected in this study, which will be our ongoing work. Last, this study focused on CKD 
with psychiatric disease. Our future work should target CKD combined with depression, which is more 
common in clinical practice. 

In short, based on PSM and EN, BNs with tabu algorithm has demonstrated to be an outstanding 
approach for exploring factors associated with KDMI. The BNs model not only reveals the complex 
network relationships between KDMI and its associated factors but also facilitates Bayesian reasoning 
for KDMI, thereby providing valuable insights for guideline development and introducing innovative 
approaches to clinical practice. 

Table 3. Comparisons of some variables between Internet access groups. 

Variables levels 
Without Internet 
access (N = 715) 

With Internet 
access (N = 139) 

P 

age ≤ 55 years 89 (12.4%) 44 (31.7%) < 0.001 
 ≤ 65 years 219 (30.6%) 48 (34.5%)  
 ≤ 75 years 242 (33.8%) 30 (21.6%)  
 > 75 years 165 (23.1%) 17 (12.2%)  
Social activity No 361 (50.5%) 0 (0%) < 0.001 
 Yes 354 (49.5%) 139 (100%)  
Self report very good 44 (6.2%) 17 (12.2%) < 0.001 
 good 40 (5.6%) 25 (18%)  
 fair 276 (38.6%) 67 (48.2%)  
 poor 249 (34.8%) 23 (16.5%)  
 very poor 106 (14.8%) 7 (5%)  
asset ≤ 3000 Yuan 315 (44.1%) 16 (11.5%) < 0.001 
 ≤ 8000 Yuan 134 (18.7%) 17 (12.2%)  
 > 8000 Yuan 266 (37.2%) 106 (76.3%)  
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5. Conclusions 

Risk factor detection plays a crucial role in disease prevention. Our study demonstrates that the 
implementation of BNs combined with the tabu algorithm yields significant benefits. Notably, it 
enables the exploration of the intricate network relationship between risk factors and KDMI, while 
also facilitating risk prediction for KDMI. As a result, our findings offer scientific insights for the 
control and treatment of KDMI, ultimately contributing to a reduction in its prevalence. The specific 
findings are outlined below: 

1) The BN model for KDMI was constructed, which contains 12 nodes and 24 directed edges. 
Diabetes, physical activity, education, sleep time, social activity, health self-report and assets are direct 
factors affecting KDMI, while gender, age, place of residence and internet access are indirect factors 
affecting KDMI. 

2) The BN with tabu algorithm allows probabilistic inference of unknown nodes through known 
nodes, flexibly demonstrating the impact of a risk factor on KDMI. 

3) The BN model with tabu algorithm has great advantages in risk factor detection and has great 
promise in clinical applications. 
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